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What is 
Performance?

 



Highway to
the
performance
zone
Yes, it's a Venn diagram, but it's still
cool.

Source: Dickelman, 1996

Appropriate to the
task or process

Contains critical
features (just

enough
information)

Appropriate to the
person

The Performance
Zone



Not Performance
Support

Spray and pray
If Oprah were in L&D. You
get a learning experience!

You get a learning
experience!

Learning experience
as a 1-time event
Why are we holding

people to 100% mastery
standards? 

Thank you, next
Arianna Grande is so

grateful for your learning
experience she can "pass"
by hitting the next button.



Transforming to
Performance Support

Spray and pray
If Oprah were in L&D. You
get a learning experience!

You get a learning
experience!

Stay on target
A targeted learning

experience with work-
based practice scenarios
+ microlearning resources

for critical tasks



Transforming to
Performance Support

Learning experience
as a 1-time event
Why are we holding

people to 100% mastery
standards? 

Learning
experiences as a

process
Learning experience + a

communication plan/drip
campaign with

microlearning *chefs kiss*



Transforming to
Performance Support

Thank you, next
Arianna Grande is so

grateful for your learning
experience she can "pass"
by hitting the next button.

Earn the learn
Learning experiences

based on performance
tasks with opportunities

to practice. Microlearning
to support common goofs
as people gain mastery.



Five Types of
Microlearning

Performance Support 

Wizards for
decision making

& troubleshooting

Videos walking
through a

process with
timestamps

Job aid to guide
users through a

task

Text message to
remind folks of a

change like a
system outage

and the
workaround

Notifications in
systems, SYSKA
(stuff you should

know about)



Environment, accountability, and
compensation are three common
ones

Remember, many
performance problems
are outside of our
powers 



Thank you!
Stay curious and keep reaching for the stars!
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